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Abstract

The huge amount of multimedia content and the variety of terminals and networks make video summarization
and video adaptation two key technologies to provide eective access and browsing. With scalable video
coding, the adaptation of video to heterogeneous terminals and networks can be eciently achieved using
together a layered coding hierarchy and bitstream extraction. On the other hand, many video summarization
techniques can be seen as a special case of structural adaptation. This paper describes how some of them
can be modied and included in the adaptation framework of the scalable extension of H.264/AVC. The
advantage of this approach is that summarization and adaptation are integrated into the same ecient
framework. The utility of this approach is demonstrated with experimental results for the generation of
storyboards and video skims, showing that the proposed framework can generate the adapted bitstream of
the summary faster than a conventional transcoding approach.
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1. Introduction

Video summarization is a key technology required for ecient access and browsing of the
huge amount of content available in multimedia
repositories[1, 2]. It includes a number of techniques exploiting the temporal redundancy of video
frames in terms of content understanding. These
techniques try to provide the user with a compact
representation in the form of a set of key images or
shorter video sequences, but preserving the more informative parts[3, 4, 5]. Thus, the user can get an
idea of what happens in the video without having
to visualize the whole sequence. In general, a summarized sequence is built from the source sequence
selecting frames guided by some kind of semantic
analysis of the content.
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Many algorithms have been proposed for
keyframe selection, using dierent criteria and abstraction levels. At a low level, keyframe selection has been formulated as an optimization problem from both the set theory [3] and the ratedistortion[6] points of view. A widely used representation is the image storyboard, which abstracts
the sequence in a set of key images. However,
with video content, sometimes it is more useful and
meaningful to present the content as segments of
frames, instead of single frames. Segments provide
information about the temporal evolution of the sequence, that isolated images cannot provide. This
representation is often known as video skim, where
signicant segments are extracted from the sequence. Several approaches have been used in video
skimming, including visual attention[7], image and
audio analysis[8, 9] and high level semantics[2]. Between selecting single frames and selecting whole
segments, there is still the possibility of selecting a
variable amount of frames per segment. Fast forwarding the sequence at a constant rate can provide the user with a preview of the content, useful
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to browse it in a shorter time[10]. However, there
are often less important parts that can be sped up,
while more signicant parts can be played at normal rate. Thus, a content based fast forwarding
can be obtained if the skimming of frames is done
in a frame basis guided by a semantic clue. Motion
activity and camera motion have been used as clues
to drive the selection of frames[11, 12]. A related
technique is frame dropping aided by some low level
features, where less important frames are discarded
during the transmission of the sequence in case of
network congestion. [13] uses MPEG-7 intensity
motion descriptor to guide the frame dropping and
[14] uses the perceived motion energy.
Besides these widely extended representations,
there is an increasing interest on the development of more intuitive abstractions. In this direction, comics and posters have inspired several
works[1, 15, 16] where the key images are presented
with variable size in a layout where the temporal
order of frames is replaced by a spatial scan order.
Edited video is structured into more abstract units
such as shots and then scenes, which usually contain several related shots. This hierarchical structure can be also exploited for summarization[17]
and browsing[5, 4].
In modern multimedia systems, there are many
possible ways to search, browse, retrieve and access multimedia content, through dierent networks
and using a wide variety of heterogeneous terminals.
Content adaptation[18] is a main requirement to effectively bring the content from service providers to
the actual users, using dierent terminals and networks and enabling the so called Universal Multimedia Access (UMA). Especially important is the
case of mobile devices, such as Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and mobile phones, where other
issues such as limited computational resources and
low power consumption requirements become very
important. The MPEG-21 standard species a
number of tools and concepts in a standard framework to enable advanced multimedia applications
in heterogeneous usage environments. Particularly,
MPEG-21 DIA[19] tackles the adaptation for universal access, with metadata tools to describe the
usage environment, including terminal capabilities,
network and user characteristics.
Considering a source bitstream and its adaptation and delivery as a modied bitstream, the
whole process often implies decoding, adaptation
to the target usage environment and encoding of
the adapted content. This approach to adaptation
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is known as transcoding[20], and it can be computationally very demanding. Scalable video coding
tackles the problem of adaptation at the encoding
stage, in a way that simplies the adaptation process. A scalable video stream contains embedded
versions of the source content that can be decoded
at dierent resolutions, frame rates and qualities,
simply selecting the required parts of the bitstream.
Thus, scalable video coding allows a very simple,
fast and exible adaptation framework to a variety
of terminals and networks, with dierent capabilities and characteristics. The numerous advantages
of this coding paradigm have motivated an intense
research activity in the last years. Recently, the
Joint Video Team (JVT) has worked in a scalable
extension of the successful H.264/MPEG-4 AVC[21]
standard, supporting multiple scalabilities, notably
temporal, spatial and quality scalabilities. This
new specication is known as SVC[22]. In this paper, the term SVC refers to this specic H.264/AVC
standard extension.
As video is distributed in a compressed format,
the use of coding parameters has been also explored for ecient video summarization and adaptation. The analysis stage can benet from these
compressed data, as they can provide low level semantic information but avoiding most of the burden
of decoding the bitstream[23]. Motion vectors have
been used for motion activity and camera based
summarization[11, 12]. Besides, the coding structure can also be used for lightweight customization
of the bitstream, directly operating with the compressed data. Specically, for H.264/MPEG-4 AVC
in the framework of MPEG-21 DIA, [24] proposes
a content based adaptation system using a shotbased approach, while [14] uses a similar approach
for frame dropping.
Usually, summarization and adaptation are considered separately in two independent stages. First,
the content is decoded, analyzed and summarized
into a new video sequence or a collection of images,
that can be adapted to the usage environment constraints. However, summarization can be considered as a specic type of content based adaptation
in which the main objective is to obtain a version of
the content with a modied structure, where only
the most relevant frames are kept in the adapted
version.
Recently, some authors have reported systems
which use the specic features of scalable video
codecs for ecient analysis and summary generation. [25] proposes a content based adaptation en-

gine which integrates content analysis and waveletbased scalable video for ecient content based
adaptation. [16] exploits the hierarchy of motion
information in scalable videos to extract a measure
of motion activity, which is subsequently used to
generate a comic-like summary.
In this paper, we describe a video summarization
framework focused on ecient generation and adaptation of summaries. It uses the layered approach of
SVC including a variety of video summarization approaches in a generic summarization model. Thus,
video summarization is integrated into the same
framework of SVC, enabling the provision of ecient and adapted summaries, taking advantage of
hierarchical coding structures and bitstream scalability. Although the paper is not focused on the semantic performance of summarization algorithms,
it also describes the application of the framework to
the generation of storyboard and video skim summaries. The eciency of the proposed approach is
compared with a conventional solution for summary
generation and adaptation based on transcoding.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briey overviews the SVC standard. A suitable model for describing summaries of temporal
scalable bitstreams is presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes how video summarization is integrated into the SVC adaptation framework. Section 5 describes some examples of summarization
algorithms. Experimental results are shown in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 draws some conclusions.

Scalability (MGS), which provides quality renements inside the same spatial or CGS layer. Temporal scalability in SVC is provided using hierarchical prediction structures, already present in
H.264/AVC. Each temporal enhancement layer increases the frame rate of the decoded sequence.
As in H.264/AVC, the recommendation species two conceptual layers: a Video Coding Layer
(VCL), which deals with the ecient representation of the video content, and a Network Abstraction Layer (NAL), which deals with the format and
header information in a suitable manner to be used
by a variety of network environments and storage
media. The bitstream is composed of a succession
of NAL Units, each of them containing payload and
header with several syntax elements. An Access
Unit (AU) is a set of consecutive NAL units which
results in exactly one decoded picture. In SVC, the
versions at dierent spatial and quality resolutions
for a given instant form an AU, and it can contain
both base layer and enhancement layer NAL units.
Each NAL unit belongs to a specic spatial, temporal and quality layer. This information is stored
in the header of the NAL unit in the syntax elements dependency_id, temporal_id and quality_id.
This length of the NAL unit header in H.264/AVC
is extended to include this information. In SVC, the
base layer is always H.264/AVC compatible. However, the extended NAL unit header would make
the bitstream non compliant with H.264/AVC. For
these reason, each base layer NAL unit has a non
extended header, but it is preceded by an additional
NAL unit containing the SVC related information.
These units are called prex NAL units. If the
stream is processed by a H.264/AVC decoder, these
prex NAL units and the other enhancement layer
NAL units are simply ignored, and the base layer
can still be decoded.

2. H.264/MPEG-4 Scalable Video Coding

The SVC standard[22] is built as an extension of
H.264/AVC, including new coding tools for the generation of scalable bitstreams. SVC is based on a
layered scheme, in which the bitstream is encoded
into a base layer,H.264/AVC compliant, and one
or more enhancenment layers. Each enhancement
layer improves the video sequence in one or more of
the scalability modes. There are dierent scalabilty
modes, with temporal, spatial and quality ones being the most important.
Spatial scalability is achieved by using interlayer
prediction from a lower spatial layer, in addition to
intralayer prediction mechanisms such as motioncompensated prediction and intra prediction. The
same mechanism of interlayer prediction for spatial scalability can provide also Coarse Grain Scalability (CGS) for quality scalability. Quality scalability can be also achieved using Medium Grain

3. Summarization

model

for

H.264/AVC

with hierarchical structures
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Video summarization includes a number of techniques which analyze the semantics of the source
sequence and then generate a summary according
to this analysis. For convenience, we separate the
whole summarization process into two stages: analysis of the input bitstream and generation of the
summarized bitstream. Actually, analysis is completely detached from the generation and it could be
performed in a previous stage and stored as metadata.

A summary is usually generated by the concatenation of frames. Here, the basic unit for summarization is the frame. In the case of uncompressed
video (e.g. in YUV format), it is possible to select
each frame independently and build a new sequence
just concatenating the values of the samples of each
selected frame. A summary can be described with
the indices of the frames of the source sequence that
must be included. The analysis stage only needs to
provide these indices to the generation stage.
Usually in compressed video streams, frames are
coded in groups rather than individually using specic coding units, so it is more convenient to refer the output of the analysis stage to coding units
rather than to single frames. This section introduces a suitable model for describing the summary
in the case of video codecs with temporal scalability, such as H.264/AVC.

sequence. The sequence is then partitioned into M
Summarization Units. Fig. 1 shows an example of a
hierarchical coding structure and its corresponding
SUs. The SU at the highest temporal level is the
one formed by an Instant Decoding Refresh (IDR)
frame and three B frames which are coded predictively. Obviously, it is not possible to include a
B frame in the summary without including its reference frames, as it would not be decoded by the
user's decoder. However, there are more SUs in
the bitstream, at dierent temporal levels, as the
one composed by the IDR and B frames at the rst
temporal level, and the one composed only by the
IDR frame. In SVC, the concept can be extended,
in order to include the additional versions given by
spatial and quality scalabilities. Thus, there is possible to dene more SUs, with only the NAL units
from the base layer, or including also NAL units
from enhancement layers. The only requirement for
these groups of NAL units is that they must be decodable independently of the rest of the bitstream
(except other required non VCL NAL units such
as parameter sets) and that their decoding results
exactly in a set of consecutive frames at a certain
temporal level.

3.1. Summarization units and hierarchical coding
structures

In H.264/AVC each frame is coded in an integer
number of NAL units. For simplicity, we will consider that each frame is coded into one slice and one
NAL unit, and it corresponds to a single AU. However, concatenating the NAL units of the frames
belonging to the summary will probably generate a
non-decodable bitstream, as most of them are encoded predictively with respect to previous frames
in the source bitstream. If these reference frames
have been removed from the output bitstream, predicted frames will not be decodable. For this reason it is more convenient to refer the results of the
analysis to coding oriented structures rather than
to single frames, taking into acount the prediction
dependencies between them.
If we consider a sequence with N frames coded
with T temporal decompositions (that means T + 1
temporal levels), then the frame index can be notated as n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} and the temporal
level as t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T } . For each temporal level,
a subsampled version in the temporal axis can be
decoded, as there are no breaks in the prediction
chain. In this case, we use an alternative representation that describes the summary using group
of frames related by prediction rather than frame
indices. In this alternative representation, the basic unit for summarization is the Summarization
Unit (SU). We dene the Summarization Unit as
a set of consecutive AUs at certain temporal level
related by the prediction structure and that can be
decoded independently from the other AUs in the

Enhancement layer

Base layer
B2

B1

B 2 IDR 0

B2

B1

B 2 IDR 0

B2

B1

B 2 IDR 0

AU n
SU k-1

SU k

SU k+1

Figure 1: Coding structures and summarization units in
H.264/AVC (base layer) and SVC.
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Within this framework, the summaries are built
by concatenating SUs, resulting directly in the output bitstream. All the frames in the bitstream can
be decoded with a suitable H.264/AVC or SVC decoder. Each SU must be decoded independently
from other SUs, as the summarization process could
eventually remove some of them. In order to guarantee that each SU can be decoded independently it
is important to provide each of them with a random
access point. In H.264/AVC, the simplest method
is the use of an Instant Decoding Refresh (IDR)
Access Unit for each SU, as an IDR Access Unit
signals that the IDR Access Unit and all the following Access Units can be decoded without decoding
any previous picture. An additional advantage of
using IDR Access Units is the limited error propa-

gation. An eventual transmission error would only
propagate until the next IDR Access Unit.
The selection based on SUs has the drawback
of losing some accuracy in the selection of frames.
This accuracy depends on the length of the SU and
it is given by the coding structure (e.g. the SU of
Fig. 1 has an accuracy of 4 frames).
Besides the concept of SUs we dene the summarization constraint tlevel (m) as the maximum temporal level for each summarization unit SUm . This
function describes how to generate the summaries,
as the indices of the frames do in the case of uncompressed bitstreams. If the value of tlevel (m)
is set to −1 for a certain m it means that SUm is
not included in the summary. The objective of the
analysis stage of a summarization algorithm in this
framework is to determine the summarization constraint for each video sequence, based on a certain
content analysis.

follows

tlevel (m) =

tmax
−1

SUm ∈ skim
otherwise

• Content based fast playback: this summariza-

tion modality is based on the acceleration and
decceleration of the sequence controlled by a
certain content based criteria, in order to visualize it in a shorter time. In this case, the number of frames of each SU is variable depending
on the required frame rate at each SU.
Source sequence

3
2
1
0

skip

Storyboard
3
2
1
0

skip

Video skim
3
2
1
0

skip

Fast playback
3
2
1
0

3.2. Modalities of video summaries

skip

There are dierent video summarization modalities that can be easily adapted to the proposed
scheme. Depending on the values that tlevel (m)
takes for the SUs, we distinguish several modalities
of video summaries (see Figure 2):

Figure 2: Examples of the function tlevel (m) (left) and
frames selected (right).

4. Adaptation and summarization in SVC

• Storyboard: built by selecting a few inde-

framework

pendent and separated frames to represent
the content in few images. Within the proposed model, for convenience, we restrict
the potential selected frames to be I frames
belonging to the lowest temporal level. We
also assume that the lower temporal resolution
has only one I frame. In practice there is no
noticeable dierence for practical applications,
and actually most storyboard summarization
algorithms use temporal subsampling to speed
up the analysis. With this assumptions, the
storyboard is characterized as follows

tlevel (m) =

0
−1

keyf rame in SUm
otherwise

• Video skim: the adapted sequence is shorter

than the input sequence, obtained by selecting
certain segments of the input sequence. In this
case, the valid options for each SU are either
not constraining its temporal level or skipping
it. Thus if the maximum temporal level is
tmax the video skim can be characterized as
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Most of video summarization techniques can be
formulated as a special case of video adaptation,
where the adaptation is performed in the temporal axis, and the adapted version is composed by
the selection and concatenation of frames from the
original sequence. For these reason it is very convenient to describe the summarization process using
tools similar to those used for video adaptation.
The advantage of SVC relies on its ecient adaptation scheme. With SVC the adaptation engine is
a simple module, known as extractor, which modies the bitstream selecting only the parts required
according to some constraints (see Figure 3). The
constraints (resolution, bitrate, etc.) are imposed
by the usage environment. The Usage Environment
Description (UED) tools of MPEG-21 DIA can be
used to describe, among others, the terminal capabilities and network characteristics with a standardized specication. The extractor selects the appropriate layers of the input bitstream satisfying the
constraints. The output bitstream is also conforming to the SVC standard and it can be decoded with
a suitable SVC decoder.

f rame_height (d) ≤ display _height
f rame_
(t) ≤ display _f rame_rate
 rate 
˜ n ≤ available_bits (n)
bitsize AU


˜ n is a generic
In this formulation, utility AU

Environment constraints
(MPEG-21 DIA)

Adapted SVC
stream

Enhancement layers D0

1,2,2
1,1,2
1,0,2

1,2,1
1,1,1
1,0,1

0,2,2

0,2,1
0,1,2

0,0,2

D1,Q0

0,0,1

D0,Q0
(Base layer)

0,1,1

1,2,0
1,1,0
1,0,0

T1
T0

The extraction process in SVC is non-normative,
with the only constraint that the output bitstream,
obtained from discarding enhancement layers, must
also be compliant with the SVC standard. However, the JVT provides the Joint Scalable Video
Model (JSVM), including a software implementation of SVC. In this section we briey describe the
basic extraction process of SVC in the JSVM.
The extractor processes the NAL units using
the syntax elements dependency_id, temporal_id
and quality_id to decide which must be included
in the output bitstream. Each adaptation decision is then taken for each access unit AUn ,
where n is the temporal instant. Each layer
(base or enhancement) in AUn can be denoted as
L (d, t, q; n). An operation point OPn = (dn , tn , qn )
is a specic coordinate (d, t, q) at temporal instant n, representing a particular resolution (spatial
and temporal) and quality, related, respectively, to
the syntax elements dependency_id, temporal_id
and quality_id. If we denote the extraction process as E (OP, AU ), the result of adapting an Access Unit AUn with a particular operation point
OPn can be dened as the adapted Access Unit
˜ n = E (OPn , AUn ), and it contains all the layAU
ers and data necessary to decode the sequence at
this particular resolution and quality. For each
AUn , the extractor must nd the operation point
OPn satisfying the constraints and maximizing the
utility of the adaptation. In a typical adaptation scenario, the terminal and the network impose constraints that can be xed (display _width,
display _height and display _supported_rate) or
variable (available_bits (n) related to the instantaneous network available bitrate). Thus, the adaptation via bitstream extraction can be formulated
as an optimization problem:
∗
∗ ∗
∗
for each instant
 nnd OPn = (dn , tn , qn ) maxi˜n
mizing utility AU
subject to
f rame_width (d) ≤ display _width

T2

4.1. Extraction process in SVC

0,2,0

measure of utility or quality of the resulting adaptation. It should be computed or estimated for all
the possible adapted AUs, in order to select the
most appropriate. Depending on the application, it
can be estimated by the extractor or be available
as external metadata, which can be specied, for
example, using the MPEG-21 Adaptation Quality
of Service (AQoS) description tool[26]. The actual
values of resolution and frame rate can be obtained
indirectly from d and t, and the size of any Access
Unit can be obtained just parsing the bitstream.
The JSVM extractor solves the problem using a
prioritization approach. The NAL units in an AU
are ordered in a predened order and selected in
this order until the target bitrate or size is achieved.
In Figure 4 each block represents a NAL unit containing a layer L (d, t, q; n). The base quality layer
(q = 0) of each spatial and temporal level are placed
rst in the priority order. Then, NAL units including quality renements are placed in increasing
order of their temporal level. Spatial enhancement
layers are placed next. The extractor just drops the
NAL units with a priority lower than the required
one.

Figure 3: Adaptation in the SVC framework.

0,1,0

SVC bitstream
extractor

0,0,0

SVC input
sequence

Enhancement layers
D1
Prioritization order (less priority)

Figure 4: Prioritization of NAL units in the JSVM extractor.
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However, this prioritization scheme does not ensure the optimality of the extraction path in terms
of utility. For this reason, besides the basic extraction method, SVC provides additional tools for
improved extraction, namely the optional syntax element priority_id, which signals explicitly the priority of each NAL unit, based on any other (nonnormative) criteria[27].

now expressed as
for each instant n nd OPn∗ = (d∗n , t∗n , qn∗ ) maximizing utility (E (OPn , AUn ))
subject to
f rame_width (d) ≤ display _width
f rame_height (d) ≤ display _height
f rame_rate (t) ≤ display _f rame_rate
bitsize (E (OPn , AUn )) ≤ available_bits (n)

4.2. Including summarization in the framework

In the previous framework, the constraints imposed to the adaptation engine are external, due
to the presence of a constrained usage environment
(environment constraints ). The adaptation modies the resolution and quality of the bitstream,
but the information in the content itself does not
change. However, there is no restriction on the nature of the constraints. Summarization can be seen
as a modication of the structure of the bitstream
based on the information in the content itself, in order to remove semantic redundancies in the temporal axis, in a constrained situation where the number of frames must be reduced considerably. For
this reason, we reformulate the video summarization problem (typically, the selection of a suitable
set of keyframes or segments) into the problem of
nding the appropriate constraints such that the
extractor generates a suitable summary. In this
context, we call them summarization constraints.
These constraints can modify the value of the temporal resolution. If both environment and summarization constraints are used together in the extraction, the result is an integrated summarization and
adaptation engine which can generate summaries
adapted to the usage environment using only SVC
tools (see Figure 5).

g (n)
t ≤ tlevel

The last constraint makes the extraction process
content-based, constraining directly the temporal
level. The problem can be solved using the same
tools described in the previous section, including
the prioritization scheme of the JSVM. Implicitly d,
t and q are assumed to be positive (or zero). Thus,
g (n) takes a negative value for a certain n,
if tlevel
the problem has no solution, as the new summarization constraint cannot be satised. In that case,
we assume that the extractor will skip that Access
Unit not including any of its NAL units in the output bitstream. The summarization algorithm can
take advantage of this fact to signal when a certain
Summarization Unit must not appear in the output
bitstream.
As in the model for H.264/AVC, all the SUs
must be independently decodable for all the possible adapted versions. Again, the simplest solution
is the use of IDR Access Units. In SVC, IDR Access Units only provide random access points for a
specic dependency layer. For this reason, enhancement layers must also have an IDR Access Unit at
the beginning of each SU, in order to guarantee the
independence of the SUs for all layers.

Environment constraints
(MPEG-21 DIA)

SVC input
sequence

Summarization
algorithm

Semantic
constraints

SVC bitstream
extractor

SVC output
summary
(storyboard,
video skim, ...)

Figure 5: Integrated summarization and adaptation of SVC.

The adaptation process, as described previously,
is performed on an AU basis. However, in the proposed summarization model, the summaries are referred to the SU index with the summarization constraint tlevel (m), so it must be harmonized with
the adaptation process. When a sequence is partitioned into SUs, each of them contains one or more
AUs and, for simplicity, we assume that each AU
belongs only to a single SU. Then we dene a new
g (n) for each AUn
summarization constraint tlevel
associated to a certain SUm :
∀n

∈

{0, . . . , N − 1} ,
g (n) ≡ tlevel (m) ,
tlevel

5. Summarization algorithms

AUn ∈ SUm

The problem of adaptation in the extractor, including the new summarization constraint, can be
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In order to demonstrate the utility of this approach to generate summaries in practical applications, we describe two algorithms for storyboard
and video skim summarization, based on widely
used approaches and adapted to the model described previously. We can further exploit scalability to increase the system eciency, discarding
those layers that do not improve signicantly the
results, and their processing increases the decoding burden and the amount of data to process (e.g.
pixels). Thus, for analysis, we do not use spatial
and quality enhancement layers, as, for our purpose, it is enough to process only the H.264/AVC
base layer. For simplicity, we use the Group of Pictures (GoP) of the base layer as the basic analy-

sis unit. Therefore each Summarization Unit SUm
must correspond to a GoP gm in the base layer and
the results of analysis for gm will be used as constraint in the adaptation of SUm .

keyframe τp is characterized by the MPEG-7 color
layout descriptor[30] after decoding the frame.
0

1

2

3

B0

4

…

j

B1

5.1. Storyboards

Bi

Storyboards are generated using spectral
clustering[28]. Only I frames are analyzed and
considered as candidates for keyframes in the
storyboard. Thus, there is no possible mismatch
between analysis and generation of the summary,
as in the previous model only I frames (lowest
temporal version) are selected when a storyboard
is generated.
The rst stage consists of the selection of a number of candidates from all the GoPs. Let consider
M GoPs forming the input sequence V . The GoPs
are initially parsed and grouped into R shots. In order to do it eciently, the shot detection algorithm
is computed directly over the compressed domain,
using a modication of the metric proposed in [29],
which is based on the variation of the 16x16 and
4x4 intra prediction modes between consecutive I
frames. In contrast to [29], in our algorithm the
analysis is performed at GoP level rather than at
frame level, and using an adaptive threshold rather
than a constant one. For each I frame, the macroblock map is partitioned into 3x3 blocks Bi (see
Fig. 6), and the dierence between two successive
GoPs gm−1 and gm is given by

δ (gm−1 , gm )

=

X X
∀i

−

Figure 6: Macroblock map and partitions for shot change
detection.

The video sequence is structured into R shots and
represented by the MPEG-7 color layout features of
P keyframes. Redundancies in the set of keyframes
are exploited using a clustering algorithm. A popular algorithm is spectral clustering[28], which is
based on graph theory and on the concept of similarity rather than distance. The nodes in the graph
are the set of keyframes, and an anity matrix A
collects the similarity between any two nodes in the
set of keyframes. The matrix A is computed as:
Aij = e−

where d (τi , τj ) is the distance between the features of τi and τj and σ is a scale parameter. We
adapted the spectral clustering algorithm proposed
in [28], following these steps:

mode_4x4jgm−1

j∈Bi

X

mode_4x4jgm

j∈Bi

with mode_4x4jgm = 1 if the prediction of the
macroblock j of the I frame of gm is 4x4, and
mode_4x4jgm = 0 if the prediction is 16x16. A shot
change is declared if δ (gm−1 , gm ) > thδ , where the
adaptive threshold is computed as thδ = δ̄ + βσδ
making use of the mean δ̄ and standard deviation
σδ of a sliding window (15 GoPs in the experiments). After the shot boundaries are determined,
only those shots longer than a minimum length are
considered relevant. Each remaining shot is sampled linearly in time, and a number of keyframes
are selected from the I frames of its GoPs (from
one up to three keyframes for long shots). Each

d2 (τi ,τj )
2σ 2
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1. Form the degree matrixP
D, dened as a diagonal matrix with Dii = j Aij , and the laplacian matrix L = D−1/2 AD−1/2 .
2. Perform Singular Value Decomposition and estimate the number of clusters K using the criterion proposed in [15].
3. Select the K eigenvectors {e1 , e2 , . . . , eK } of L
associated with the K largest eigenvalues.
4. Form the matrix Z by stacking the eigenvectors
in columns and compute Y from
Z by normalP
izing each row as Yij = Zij/ j Zij2 1/2 .
5. Cluster the rows of Y into K clusters using the
K -means algorithm.
6. For each cluster ck , select the closest keyframe
τ ∗ to its centroid as its representative. This
representative τ ∗ belongs to a certain GoP; the
index of this GoP is denoted
by m∗ .
 ∗ ∗ k
7. Build a list listsb = m0 , m1 , . . . , m∗K−1
with the indexes of the GoPs including the representative keyframes of the clusters.

Thus, the experiments are directed to evaluate the
performance in terms of eciency. For comparison, we also provide experimental results with an
alternative approach based on transcoding. We
used the reference software JSVM 9.8 in the simulations. The test sequence is an excerpt of 10001
frames from the sequence news12 (CIF resolution
and 25 frames per second) from the MPEG-7 Content Set[31]. The sequence was encoded in SVC
with 2 spatial levels and 2 quality levels, using CGS
for quality scalability, with one base layer and three
enhancement layers. The details of these layers are
shown in Table 1. Dyadic hierarchical structures
were used for temporal scalability with GoP lengths
ranging from 1 to 32 frames (1 to 6 temporal levels).
In order to compare the approach with a non scalable approach, the sequence was also encoded with
H.264/AVC with the same settings of the layer 3 in
Table 1.
The framework was studied for two modalities
of summaries: storyboards and video skims. For
each summary, we rst computed the summarization constraint to be used, using the summarization
algorithms described previously. For a given summary, the same summarization constraint was used
for every method tested, in order to have the same
selected frames. Figure 8 shows the summarization
constraints, for both storyboard and video skim,
in the test sequence coded with a GoP length of 8
frames.

tp
Keyframes

gm

···

···

GoPs

sr-2

Shots
Clusters

sr-1
ck

ck-1

sr

sr+1
ck+1

Figure 7: Structuring the sequence for summarization.

After spectral clustering, the sequence has been
structured hierarchically into clusters, shots and
GoPs (see Figure 7), and the indices saved in listsb
represent a storyboard summary. The summarization constraint for extraction is

tlevel (m)

=

0
−1

m ∈ listsb
otherwise
m = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1

5.2. Video skims

Modifying slightly the algorithm used for storyboard summarization, it can also be used to obtain video skim summaries. A simple but eective video skim can be obtained concatenating short
excerpts
frames. Each excerpt
 instead of single
∗
,
.
.
.
,
m
,
.
.
. , m∗k + Nexc
bk = m∗k − Nexc
k
2
2 − 1 represents a segment of xed length of Nexc GoPs (with
Nexc even), and it is centered around m∗k . Note that
m∗k is selected in the middle of a shot or suciently
far from its boundaries. Therefore, for resonable
values of Nexc (e.g. the equivalent in GoPs to 1-2
seconds) there is no risk of selecting GOPs beyond
the boundaries of the shot. The last step in the
previous algorithm is then replaced by
7. Build a list listsk = {b0 , b1 , . . . , bK−1 } with
the indices of the GoPs representing segments
around the representative keyframes of the
clusters.

6.1. Test conditions

In the experiments we considered two target conditions to test the performance of the framework:

In this case, the summarization constraint is

tlevel (m)

=

tmax
−1

m ∈ listsk
otherwise
m = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1

CIF@25

•

QCIF@12.5

. In this scenario there is adaptation in both spatial and temporal resolutions.
Both generation of the summary and adaptation to the target conditions are studied.

The summaries are generated and adapted to the
test conditions with the following methods (see Table 2 ):

6. Experiments

The main advantage of the proposed framework
is the ecient generation of adapted summaries.

. Both spatial and temporal resolutions do not change with respect to the original
bitstream. Therefore, neither spatial nor temporal adaptation will be required, and only efciency in the generation of summaries is studied.

•

•
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. In this approach, the sequence is rst decoded to YUV format. The
AVC transcoding

Layer Number

Spatial resolution

Temporal resolution

0
1
2
3

QCIF
QCIF
CIF
CIF

25 Hz
25 Hz
25 Hz
25 Hz

Quality resolution
(QP)
38
32
38
32

Temporal level

Table 1: Settings of the layers for SVC encoding
3
2
1
0
skipped

0

200

400

600
Summarization unit

800

1000

1200

800

1000

1200

Temporal level

(a)
3
2
1
0
skipped

0

200

400

600
Summarization unit

(b)
Figure 8: Examples of summarization constraint tlevel (m) for the test sequence: a) storyboard, b) video skim.

summary is generated and adapted (if required) into another YUV sequence, which is
nally encoded to H.264/AVC.
. It uses the SVC bitstream extractor to select the required packets and to
generate the adapted summary.

•

SVC extraction

•

AVC extraction

•

6.2. Results

. The same bitstream extractor
is used for this case. This method can be used
only when neither spatial nor quality adaptation are required.
AVC hybrid. This method complements the
previous one, as the summary is rst generated using AVC extraction, and then it is
transcoded. Note that, compared to transcoding, only a few frames (depending on the length
of the summary) are transcoded, as most of
them were discarded during extraction.

For AVC transcoding and AVC hybrid methods,
the settings of the encoder were modied to reduce
signicantly the computational burden due to encoding, and specically, due to motion estimation.
Thus, a fast search method was used with a smaller
search range (8 pixels).
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In the rst experiment, the dierent methods
are compared for several modalities and summary
lengths, ranging from the empty to the whole sequence. The test sequence was encoded with a
GoP of 8 frames. As expected, transcoding is much
slower than methods based on extraction. As expected, SVC extraction and AVC extraction have
good performance. The latter is about two times
faster, as the extractor needs to parse and process
packets from a single layer, instead of the four layers
as in SVC extraction.
Methods based on extraction also have an almost
constant performance for all the summary lengths.
Methods based on transcoding are more sensitive,
but still very constant, with the length of the summary. Most of the processing time in transcoding
is due to decoding, as encoding complexity was reduced and only a few frames are encoded in contrast to the decoding of all frames. However, it can
be noticed a signicant increment of the processing time for longer summaries. The hybrid method
performs very fast for storyboards with few frames,
but the processing time increases rapidly for longer
summaries, because of transcoding.
The generation of a summary with the 0% of the

Method
(resolution)
AVC transcoding (CIF@25)
AVC transcoding (QCIF@12.5)
AVC extraction (CIF@25)

Spatial resolution
(input/output)
CIF/CIF
CIF/QCIF
CIF/CIF

Temporal resolution
(input/output)
25/25 Hz
25/12.5 Hz
25/25 Hz

AVC hybrid (QCIF@12.5)

CIF/QCIF

25/12.5

SVC extraction (CIF@25)
SVC extraction (QCIF@12.5)
SVC extraction (CIF@25 low)
SVC extraction (QCIF@12.5
low)

CIF/CIF
CIF/QCIF
CIF/CIF
CIF/QCIF

25/25 Hz
25/12.5 Hz
25/25 Hz
25/12.5 Hz

Description
Decoder + Adapter +
+ Encoder
Extractor
Extractor + Decoder +
+ Adapter + Encoder
Extractor

Table 2: Methods and cases used in the experiments.

related to the precision in analysis, coding eciency
and also processing time in the generation of the
bitstream. Fig. 10 shows the results for a video
skim (10% of the total length) with the dierent
methods tested. It shows that the processing time
is almost constant with the GoP length, for both
transcoding and extraction.
As experiments have shown, a simple solution
based on extraction has better performance than
others based on transcoding, for the purpose of
video summarization. A hybrid solution based on
both extraction and transcoding can also be useful
when no spatial nor quality scalability are available,
specially for short summaries such as storyboards.
It must be noted that both transcoder and extractor
are not optimized, so the results shown in the experiments can be further improved with optimized
software. However, we think that they still provide a fair comparison, and show better results with
extraction, which is inherently more ecient than
transcoding. In the case of the JSVM extractor,
an important amount of processing time is spent in
an initial parsing of the whole bitstream. Storing
previously this information as a bitstream description can improve signicantly the eciency of the
extractor[32].

GoP 8 frames
1000

AVC transcoding (CIF@25)

Processing time (sec)

AVC extraction (CIF@25)
SVC extraction (CIF@25 low)

100

SVC extraction (CIF@25)
AVC transcoding (QCIF@12.5)
AVC hybrid (QCIF@12.5)
SVC extraction (QCIF@12.5 low)
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Figure 9: Processing time for dierent modalities. Note that
half of the vertical scale is linear and the rest is logarithmic.

frames in the sequence (an empty summary) is very
useful to have a reference of the time used in initialitation and other processes independent of the
length of the summary. In transcoding, this time
is due to the decoding of all frames, and it is the
most important contribution to the overall processing time. In the case of extraction, the JSVM extractor performs the extraction in two passes. In
the rst pass, all the NAL headers are parsed in order to obtain a description of the bitstream, which
is then used to perform the actual extraction. As
it can be seen in the gure, most of the extraction
time is used in this rst pass.
An important parameter in the framework is the
SU length (GoP length in the experiments), as it is

7. Conclusions
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This paper discussed the use of SVC for summarization purposes, based on the consideration of
video summarization as content adaptation, where
the structure of the frames in the sequence is modied. With some restrictions due to prediction relationships between frames, the same SVC extraction
approach can be used for this structural adaptation.

these advantages in two dierent adaptation cases.
CIF 25 Hz (video skim 10%)

1000

Processing time (sec)
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